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Abstract: We report extremely strong chirality transfer from
a chiral nickel complex to solvent molecules detected as Raman
optical activity (ROA). Electronic energies of the complex were
in resonance with the excitation-laser light. The phenomenon
was observed for a wide range of achiral and chiral solvents.
For chiral 2-butanol, the induced ROA was even stronger than
the natural one. The observations were related to so-called
quantum (molecular) plasmons that enable a strong chiral
Rayleigh scattering of the resonating complex. According to
a model presented here, the maximal induced ROA intensity
occurs at a certain distance from the solute, in a threedimensional “ring of fire”, even after rotational averaging.
Most experimental ROA signs and relative intensities could be
reproduced. The effect might significantly increase the potential of ROA spectroscopy in bioimaging and sensitive detection
of chiral molecules.

Most important molecules in living organisms are chiral

and thus sensitive to circularly polarized light. This sensitivity
was first explored by Pasteur,[1] and since then an amazing
variety of chiroptical methods has been developed for
fundamental studies and practical applications.[2] One of the
youngest and most dynamically evolving tools is Raman
optical activity (ROA).[3] It can provide rich stereochemical
information because of the large number of vibrational bands
usually exhibited by chiral molecules, and is directly applicable to solutions.
However, the ROA effect is weak, and a large amount of
the sample is usually needed for the analysis. This has
prompted vigorous searches for enhancement techniques,
utilizing, for example, molecular resonance,[4] nanoplasmons
(resonating metallic nanoparticles),[5] and molecular aggregation.[6] Interesting phenomena such as ROA induction in
achiral reporter molecules in the presence of nanoplasmons
or a solvent-signal enhancement under hyper-Raman scattering have been observed.[5c, 7, 8] Even though many properties of
the nanoplasmons can be explained by established electro-
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magnetic and chemical theories,[9] the ROA enhancement and
many chirality-transfer effects have so far resisted detailed
interpretation.
In this context, we believe that the strong chirality transfer
under resonance conditions described in this work significantly contributes to the understanding of molecular interactions with chiral light. We report strong ROA of a range of
solvents induced by a chiral nickel complex under resonance
conditions. Contrary to common belief, the chirality transfer
appears quite general, and the induced ROA signals were
even stronger than those of the Ni complex itself. For 2butanol, a chiral solvent, the induced ROA intensity was
stronger than the natural one.
The resonance-ROA phenomenon itself, an area of
intense experimental and theoretical interest, can be rationalized only in simple cases.[4a, 10] None of them, however, is
applicable to the observations presented here. Based on
extensive experimental data and model calculations, we show
that the effect is not caused by specific chemical bonding, p–p
stacking, and/or hydrogen bonding, but rather based on
through-space solvent–solute interactions, a concept utilized
for describing, for example, chirality transfer in the presence
of nanoplasmons.[5a]
This outcome is surprising because the Ni complex
molecule is much smaller than nanoparticles. However, in
resonance with laser radiation, its polarizability significantly
increases. The results thus can be linked to so-called quantum
plasmons,[11] a term used to describe plasmonic behavior at
the molecular limit. One may therefore expect further
fundamental and practical explorations in this area.[12]
The Ni complex itself (Figure 1) was previously investigated by UV/Vis and IR absorption spectroscopy, electronic
and vibrational circular dichroism (ECD, VCD), and density
functional theory (DFT).[13] The UV/Vis and ECD spectra
contain several bands and can be reasonably well explained
on the basis of time-dependent DFT (Figure S1, Supporting
Information). Interestingly, the first three lowest-energy
transitions with a strong participation of nickel d-orbitals
(S0 !S1, S0 !S2, and S0 !S3) show relatively high dissymmetry
factors g (CD-to-absorption ratio, up to g = 0.0762, see also
Table S1 and S2, and Figures 1 A and S2). These g-values are
about 100 times larger than those for common chiral
molecules.
As schematically shown in Figure 1 A, the equilibrium
geometries of the three lowest-energy excited electronic
states differ significantly from that of the ground state.
Therefore, the ground-state vibrational wavefunction overlaps with a large number of excited vibrational states. The
vibrational sub-structure of the electronic bands is not
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Figure 2. Experimental Raman (IR + IL) and ROA (IR@IL) spectra of the
(R,R)- and (S,S)-Ni complexes in CHCl3 and CDCl3 solutions (top left)
and ROA spectra in nine other achiral organic solvents or their
mixtures. The intensity is normalized to the strongest peak in each
trace, the circular intensity difference (ratio of ROA and Raman
intensities) varied from 10@3 to 10@2.
Figure 1. Structure and electronic states of the (R,R)-bis(pyrrol-2-ylmethyleneamine)cyclohexane nickel(II) complex, (R,R)-Ni. A) Simplified
scheme of the first four singlet electronic states with transition
energies in vicinity of the 532 nm laser excitation. B) Structural formula
of the complex. C) Dependence of the ROA tensors (sums of the
diagonal elements of a, G’, and A, in atomic units) on the excitation
wavelength. The colored bars indicate the divergent regions. The CAMB3LYP/6-311 + + G**/PCM/CHCl3 method was used in the computations.

resolvable, which is consistent with the experimental UV/Vis
and ECD spectra.[13] When the excitation light is in resonance
with these electronic transitions, molecular polarizabilities
(and their derivatives determining Raman and ROA intensities) sharply increase. A typical dependence of the polarizability tensors a, G’, and A[2, 3] on the wavelength can be
seen in Figure 1 C. Raman and ROA measurements also
confirm the enhancement at 532 nm (resonance) when
compared to laser excitations at 633 and 785 nm (nonresonance; Figure S3), and can be qualitatively reproduced
by DFT computations (Figure S4). Minor inconsistencies are
due to the limited accuracy of DFT[14] and the pre-resonance
approximation.[3a]
While the behavior of the Ni complex fits into established
theories, the accompanying huge ROA signal of the solvents
was unexpected. Figure 2 shows the effect for CHCl3/CDCl3,
DCM, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO and [D6]DMSO), and
mixtures containing benzene, acetone, methanol (MeOH and
[D4]MeOH), carbon tetrachloride (CCl4), and acetonitrile
([D3]ACN). This variety of polar/nonpolar, hydrogen-bonddonor/acceptor, and chlorinated solvents was chosen to test if
the formation of long-lived chiral solute–solvent clusters[15]
was responsible for the chirality transfer.[16] Despite significant differences in physical and chemical properties, such as
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polarity, dielectric constant, hydrogen- or p-bonding capabilities, the effect was observed in all solvents. The solvent
response is approximately linear so that the signal from
a solvent mixture is a sum of the individual solvent
components.
(R)- and (S)-2-butanol were investigated as solvents
possessing natural (permanent) chirality. Despite the low
solubility in 2-butanol, the addition of a small amount of the
Ni complex altered the ROA spectra noticeably (Figure S5).
The competition between induced and natural chirality is
clearly visible, even though none of the Ni-complex ROA
bands are apparent (Figure S5). In a 2-butanol/CDCl3 solvent
mixture, the complex is more soluble and its ROA bands,
including the strongest one at 1588 cm@1, become visible.
More importantly, the (R)-2-butanol ROA bands exhibit the
mirror-image symmetry for solutions containing the (R,R)-Ni
and (S,S)-Ni complexes (Figure S6). Under such conditions,
the induced chirality dominates and the natural one becomes
immeasurably small.
Raman and ROA bands of the Ni complex in CDCl3 and
in DCM are essentially unchanged by the solvent variation
(Figure S7). This is probably also true for other solvents,
although the Ni complex bands are often weak and difficult to
identify because of experimental noise and interference with
the strong induced solvent bands.
DFT simulations of non-resonance and resonance ROA
spectra of a large number of clusters consisting of the Ni
complex and a few solvent molecules predicted a much
smaller induced ROA than in case of the isolated Ni complex
(not shown), which is in contrast to experimental findings.
Thus, an electromagnetic mechanism is more probable in
which the resonating Ni complex behaves in a similar fashion
to plasmonic metal nanoparticles used in surface-enhanced
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Raman scattering (SERS). Indeed, a transition-polarizability
model (TPM, Figure S8)[17] based on through-space solute–
solvent interactions rationalizes the observed solvent-chirality induction in the vicinity of the resonating molecule to a big
extent. Similar to SERS, the effective polarizability of
a molecular solvent–solute pair is much larger than the sum
of the polarizabilities of the individual molecules.[2, 17c, 18]
Interestingly, for the complex in resonance, the maximum
effective (total) polarizability occurs at distances larger than
the smallest solute–solvent separation. Solvent molecules in
this “ring of fire” (Figure 3) contribute most to the measured

Figure 4. Examples of simulated and experimental induced ROA
spectra. (R,R)-Ni complex bands are marked by an asterisk (*). Note
that absolute intensities cannot be measured; therefore, the experimental (detector counts) and computed (atomic units) scales are not
related.

Figure 3. Suggested enhancement mechanism with the Ni complex at
the center and a bright shell of solvent molecules contributing most to
the induced ROA signal. The relative absolute intensity as a function
of the distance between the Ni atom and the center of mass of CHCl3
was calculated for five CHCl3 vibrational transitions.

ROA spectra. The quantum plasmon—the Ni complex with
large polarizabilities—thereby affects the properties of distant solvent molecules. Although the optimal distance cannot
be computed accurately at the moment (a factor of 100 was
assumed for the effective polarizabilities in Figure 3, compared to a non-resonance), it is clear that the volume around
the solute and therefore the number of affected solvent
molecules grows quite quickly with the distance (& R3), and
a strong spectroscopic response can be produced.
In Figure 4, we see a detailed comparison of the experimental and simulated induced ROA spectra of the solvents
CHCl3, DCM, and DMSO in the presence of the (R,R)-Ni
complex. Positions and assignments of the strongest bands for
these and other solvents are listed in Table S3. In general, the
TPM model reproduces the experimental sign patterns and
major trends in relative induced ROA intensities. For DCM,
for example, bands 1–3 are easily assigned, while bands 4–7 in
the region of the Ni-complex signal can be identified based on
the comparison done in Figure S7. Experimental signs and
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2019, 58, 16495 –16498

relative intensities of bands 4, 5, and 7 also agree with the
simulation, whereas band 6 overlaps severely with a Nicomplex band. For DMSO and [D6]DMSO, some predicted
ROA signals with frequencies near band 5 and below band
1 are not observed experimentally. However, the model
cannot explain the observed high ROA/Raman ratios, probably caused by additional factors such as vibrational coherence or spin polarization.
Regarding the theoretical foundations of ROA, another
surprising observation is that the electric-dipole/electricquadrupole Rayleigh polarizability (A) is primarily responsible for the induced ROA event (Figure S9). As expected,
the “ordinary” (achiral) a polarizability gives a zero contribution except for the anisotropic non-averaged case. But also
the contribution of the G’ tensor, which quite often dominates
ROA spectra, is rather negligible when compared with A,
confirming that the chirality-transfer mechanism here is
different from regular molecular ROA.[3a, 19]
In conclusion, we have conducted several experiments
showing that extremely strong chirality transfer under
resonance is a common phenomenon. At least for the Ni
complex, it was observed with a wide range of solvents and
mixtures. For 2-butanol, the induced ROA was even stronger
than the one caused by its natural chirality. The results
indicate that the effect is caused by through-space solvent–
solute interactions. The TPM model reproduced experimental
ROA patterns well, although future work is needed to fully
understand the observations. Apparently, the resonating Ni
complex behaves like a quantum plasmon, where Rayleigh
dipolar and quadrupolar electric and magnetic polarizabilities
of the solute are greatly enhanced due to the resonance. The
effect may open new opportunities for ROA spectroscopy for
imaging and sensitive detection of biomolecules.
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Experimental Section

Raman and ROA spectra were measured using a ChiralRaman-2XTM
spectrometer (BioTools) operating with 532 nm laser excitation
source. For a typical experiment, about 0.02 m or a saturated solution
of the complex was used, with laser power at the source set to 30–
50 mW and an accumulation time of & 25 h. Measurements with
633 nm and 785 nm excitation wavelengths were done on an inVia
confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw). DFT calculations were
performed with the Gaussian16 software package,[20] using the B3LYP
and CAM-B3LYP functionals and the 6-311 ++ G(2df,2pd) basis
set.[21] The observed dependence on functional and basis set was
consistent with previous studies.[22] The solvent was modeled using the
polarizable continuum model (PCM).[23] In some computations, the
LanL2DZ[24] effective core potential and basis set were used for Ni.
The B3LYP/6-311 ++ G(2df,2pd)/PCM ROA polarizabilities (tensors
a, G’, and A, see Ref. [2]) were used as input parameters for the TPM
as described in Figure S8. Further experimental and computational
details can be found in Supporting Information.
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